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Burton Street, Tutbury, DE13 9NR

£160,000



A charming two‐bedroom terraced

property exuding character and a

quaint cottage ambiance, ideally

positioned in the sought‐after village of

Tutbury, offering an array of local

amenities and excellent transport

connections. This delightful home

boasts two generously sized bedrooms,

a modern shower room, and a sizeable

garden, perfect for outdoor enjoyment.

Viewings are available strictly by

appointment to appreciate the full

charm and potential of this wonderful

residence.



Accommodation
Living Room

Stepping into the inviting living room, you are

greeted by an open fireplace perfect for multi‐fuel

stoves, central heating radiator, a charming double

glazed window to the front elevation, exposed

beams to ceiling and access to the kitchen for

seamless living.

Kitchen

The well‐appointed kitchen features a range of

matching wall and base units, an electric oven, a

four‐ring gas hob, a prep work surface with a

recessed sink and mixer tap, and a double glazed

window offering a soothing view of the garden.

Additional highlights include space for a washing

machine, a newly fitted wall‐mounted gas boiler,

under stairs storage ideal for a fridge freezer, and a

stable‐style door leading to the garden. The stairs,

accessed through a door, ascend to the first‐floor

landing.

First Floor Landing

Ascending the stairs you reach the first‐floor landing,

from where doors lead to:

Master Bedroom

A good sized double bedroom with a central

heating radiator and a double glazed window to the

front elevation.

Bedroom Two

The second bedroom features a central heating

radiator and a double glazed window to the rear

elevation.

Shower Room

The shower room is equipped with a three‐piece suite

comprising a low‐level WC, a wash hand basin with hot and

cold taps, a shower cubicle with glass sliding doors and an

electric shower over, complemented by tiled splash backs.

Additional features include a double glazed window to the

rear elevation and a central heating radiator.

Outside

The property's front elevation features gated shared

passageway leading to the rear garden. The rear elevation





showcases a generously sized lawn garden adorned with

a variety of trees and shrubs, a pathway leading to the

garden shed.















These particulars, whilst believed to be accurate are set out as a general outline only for guidance and do not constitute any part of an
offer or contract. Intending purchasers should not rely on them as statements of representation of fact, but must satisfy themselves by
inspection or otherwise as to their accuracy. No person in this firms employment has the authority to make or give any representation or
warranty in respect of the property.
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